FedTechLabs
Key
Customer
Benefits
> State-of-the-art

testing lab at a
fraction of the cost of
building one

> Take advantage of a
diverse and highly
experienced staff

> Identify functional and
technical issues prior
to service launch,
reducing errors of
service problems

> Roll out new solutions
and technologies
quickly

> Receive independent

solution-level, labvalidated certification
in advance

FedTechLabs (FTL) is a combination lab environment and technology showcase.
How can an organization be expected to determine what solution is right for them if they don't
have a chance to get their hands on it? Don't
take our word for it; go ahead and kick the tires.
Business Continuity
The world today is always on and there is a 24/7
demand for services that support your organization. FedTechLabs is at your service whether
you need:



Application Fault Tolerance



Service High Availability



Offsite Data Storage

We can also assist in every phase of developing
a Business Continuity Plan:

FedTechLabs



Analysis

5300 W Cypress St.



Solutions design

Call us today at:



Implementation

866.462.2813



Testing and acceptance

Tampa, FL 33607

www.fedtechservices.com

We also offer a complete maintenance plan to
support your solution once installed.
Colocation and Services
Save time and money by colocating your solution. Whether you need temporary or permanent
space we provide the basics.



Rack Space



Power



Access

Gain strategic efficiency by employing colocation
in your information systems strategy.
Facilities
We make working in our facility just like being in
your own office. You can reserve office, conferencing, and training space and resources. Isolated access to your colocated systems can be
provisioned from any room. Additionally, Internet
connectivity is provided for VPN connectivity to
your main office. Both are selectable during the
reservation process.

FedTechLabs
Government
Customers
Government customers
have access to the
following range of
services:
> Analysis and

evaluation
> Solutions design
> Implementation
> Bake-off
> Load Capacity
> Staging in

preproduction
> Testing and design
> IAVA Patching and
Testing
> Simulated attacks
> Application fault
tolerance
> Service high

availability
> Off-site data storage
FedTechLabs
5300 W Cypress St.
Tampa, FL 33607
Call us today at:
866.462.2813

FedTechLab’s No-Risk Solution

Facilities

As new technologies emerge, the need to adapt
and implement those technologies into innovative solutions increases. However, this process
exposes the government to substantial risk. Mitigating risk then becomes an essential part of the
process.

Three rows of ten server stacks provides ample
room to store customer equipment for testing.
While FTL is prepared to provide comprehensive
service packages that include equipment and
personnel, we are ready to provide vendors and
government customers with office space, a conference room and workstations should they wish
to have their personnel on-site. FTL also offers
remote access to monitor, or administer, testing
off-site.

FTL provides our government customers an
invaluable resource—a no-risk solution to technology adaptation. A safe transition point from
vendor to government.
How can FTL guarantee government customers
a no-risk solution? Simple. Our state-of-the-art
facility provides the pre-FOC environment in
which to test new hardware and software before
it is implemented in the field. By performing
these tests off-site, government infrastructure is
insulated from any wide-spread damage or
negative effects new technology may have.
Instead of subjecting critical government systems and networks to unnecessary risk, our
server lad can absorb any damage caused during development, testing and QA/QC. FedTechServices engineers can then design a solution,
or make recommendations, to resolve any issues
that arise during the testing phase.
Services
FTL is prepared to offer comprehensive service
packages that include all facilities, equipment,
technologies and personnel necessary to perform any stage of the technology adaptation
process. We also offer pay-per-use services to
offer customers the greatest amount of flexibility
and value for the cost.

www.fedtechservices.com

Our fully equipped lab/server room offers ample
rack space to store servers and multiple workstations for FedTechLabs and customer personnel.

“Our state-of-the-art facility
is designed to provide
government customers
with a range of
comprehensive services to
meet their technology
adaptation needs.”
-Allen Noble, CTO
FedTechServices

